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Almost around the whole globe, this game has been watched and played. Two decades ago, it was hard to use
such current time technologies for any sports. It makes me bear stress with patience. I can maneuver in this
game very nicely and strengthens my power. To strengthen physical health it is perfect, it helps not only
strengthen but also prolong life. Football is the game of determination. When the match is under challenging
circumstances, the pressure is on both the teams and the team which bears load win the game. There is a really
strong school cricket team at our school. Games are as diverse as people. It also gives me the lesson of hard
work. When I was seven years old, I started playing hockey with my elder brother. Earlier it was played in the
southern England during 16th century. We like cricket very much and play in daily evening in the small play
ground. In cricket there are two teams having 11 players in each team. So, there should be some activity which
should act as a source of relief from a busy life. He must carry out his work accurately; otherwise, it will be
expelled from one. When new players enter either in school or street, I jumped in no matter what I am doing or
I am tired. The game of volleyball is developing most of the body muscles. Everyone choose sports according
to his choice. It helps everyone to bear stress but makes them very active physically too. Classes for skaters
include not only a warm-up before going out on the ice, but also special exercises squats and jumps, as well as
the learning of dance elements. That run becomes a target for the other team. Games are such sources. I
generally used to see only cricket on the TV whenever any national or international cricket competition takes
place. It is very popular across my country and also around the world. It is mostly liked by the children. When
twenty-two players landed in the ground, they are not just twenty-two players but they are two nations. My
parents are very helpful and motivate me always to play cricket very well. It does not require vast space to
play; instead, it could be performed within a limited area with a pair of rackets and a shuttlecock. The
audience rises from their seats and escorted me to a standing ovation. Now I am playing there regularly.
However, my favorite game is badminton. It makes our life exhausts so it is very important to have an activity
which keeps us healthy and become a source of relief from our busy lives. It makes the player accustomed to
every circumstance. Bedside playing, I love watching the game. A little more and among another winner will
stand on the podium, where I will hand over the medal to the sounds of the Russian anthem. Cricket Essay 2
words Cricket is an outdoor game mostly liked by the children and they dream to become a good cricketer in
their young age. The music and I can easily move on the ice as on the stage. Those who have little or no vigor
to play this game they have no idea how precious this game is. Young boys are highly affected by this game
and almost everyone wants to be a good cricketer. I know a lot of talented ruins. I have a passion for playing
cricket. It is played for a very common aim of getting maximum scores and number of runs by both of the
teams. The game itself looks very aesthetically pleasing and graceful.


